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CHAMPIONSHIP - First Round: Jesse Midlin (SOU) d. Gary Little (unat) 8-3; Neal Ewers (Douglas) d. Joey Frizzell (CCC); Bobbie Buxton (CCC) d. Matt Ballard (YVC) 9-5; Shane Anderson (NIJC) d. Matt Powell (unat); Mark Nichols (PLU) d. Rudy Rameriz (CCC) 7-6; John Roseveer (HCC) d. Nick Hurliman (SOU) 3-0; Jack Anderson (CWU) d. Carolos Aguilera (unat) 1-0. Second Round: Ewers d. Mindlin 4-2; Buxton d. Tom Worton (Ricks) 7-4; S. Anderson d. Nichols 17-6; J. Anderson pinned Roseveer 1:45. Semifinals: Buxton d. Ewers 3-1; J. Anderson d. S. Anderson 5-3. Championship: Buxton d. J. Anderson 3-2 (ot).
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CHAMPIONSHIP - First Round: Ron Holyoak (CCC) d. Valentin Nunez (unat); Kyle Klonezos (unat) d. Jesse Barnett (HCC); Geoff Jarmin (Pac) d. Casey Pinion (unat); Ben Orth (CWU) d. Kirk Ottley (YVC); Neal Samoy (unat) d. Ky Ellison (unat). Second Round: Rudy James (unat) d. Holyoak, 15-4; Klonezos d. Jeremy Andrews (BMWC) 9-1; Bill Walker (Ricks) d. Jarmin 9-1; Dan Sturgell (SOU) pinned Schrade Rouse (unat) 1:54; Justin Springer (NIJC) d. Luke Heuberger (unat); Andrey
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Ryan Escobar (SOU) d. Brett Favorite (unat); Suan Williams (NIJC) d. K.C. Rocks (Ricks); Hoc Do (PLU) d. Julian Reynosa (HCC); Aaron Mann (Oregon) d. Mike Reyes (unat); Nelson Crissanto (HCC) d. Jared Osborn (unat); Scott Russell (CWU) pinned Tony Bova 2:25; Jason Stuwe (Pac) d. Lawrence Tam (SWOC); Tony Helgeson (CWU) pinned Jason Bennett (SFU) 2:03. Second Round
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Jesse McKay (SFU) d. Nick Rodriguez (unat); Kevin Cox (unat) pinned Brian Ovenell (CWU) 1:17; Cole Denison (NIJC) d. Gabe Nunez (unat); Aaron Polowske (Ricks) d. Charlie Valness (YVC); Leighton Smiley (CWU) d. Shawn Thomas (Pac) 7-4; Justin Thurman (unat) d. Vidal Gonzalez (unat); Jordan Ottow (PLU) d. Steve Baumgaertner (unat); Tyler Brandsford (CCC) d. Chris Rembaugh (unat). Second Round: McKay d. Cox 6-3; Polkowske pinned Denison 5:21; Smiley d. Thurman 7-2; Ottow d. Brandsford 14-3. Semifinals: McKay d. Polkowske 7-4; Ottow d. Smiley 14-3. Championship: McKay d. Ottow 13-0.

CONSOLATION - First Round: Rodriguez pinned Ovenell 3:40; Nunez d. Valness 11-4; Gonzalez d. Thomas; Baumgaertner d. Rembaugh. Second Round: Brandsford pinned Rodriguez 5:21; Thurman pinned Nunez 1:27; Denison pinned Gonzalez 3:20; Cox d. Baumgaertner 20-8. Third Round: Thurman won forfeit over Brandsford; Cox d. Denison 10-4. Fourth Round: Polkowske d. Thurman 5-3; Cox d. Smiley 6-5. Third, Fourth:
Cox d. Polkowske 6-4. Fifth, Sixth: Smiley won forfeit over Thurman.

Spencer Johnson (Ricks) d. Malaki Panuve (Pac) 5-4; Brandon Springer (NIJC) d. Tom Mangan (YVC) 13-6; Victor Perry (SOU) d. Mark Cypher (PLU) 9-4; Jeremy Brummett (CWU) d. Ruben Bell (Ricks) 10-5; Adam Catterlin (HCC) d. Jed Worthington (CCC) 11-1; Drew Deming (YVC) d. Tyler Johnson (BMWC) 10-7.

Second Round: Dennis Herrin (SFU) d. Johnson 12-1; Perry d. Springer 1-0


Consolation (3rd, 4th): 118 – Suan Williams (NIJC) d. Hoc Do (PLU) 11-7; 126 – Kenny Cox (unat) d. Aaron Polkowski (Ricks) 6-4; 134 – Matt Paulson (SOU) d. Shaine Jaime (CWU) 7-3; 142 – Shane Anderson (NIJC) d. Gary Little (unat) 3-1; 150 – John Aiken (PLU) d. Daniel Sturgell (SOU) 7-4; 158 – Hank Weiss (Ricks) d. Nate Laslovich (NIJC) 3-2; 167 – Mark Cypher (PLU) d. Jeremy Brummett (CWU) 6-2; 177 – Chris Feist (CWU) d. Chris Duncan (unat) 4-0; 190 – Jay Castino (CWU) d. Matt Prazer (YVC) 6-2; 275 – Mokii McClendon (PLU) d. Jeremy Cronenwett (CWU) 2-1.

Consolation (5th, 6th): 118 – Tony Helgeson (CWU) d. Julian Reynoso (HCC) 8-6; 126 – Leighton Smiley (CWU) won forfeit over Justin Thurman (unat); 134 – Santos Cantu (Clackamas) d. Mark Rubuck (unat) 17-2; 142 – Tom Worton (Ricks) pinned Neal Ewers (Douglas) 3:43; 150 – Bill Walker (Ricks) won forfeit over Ron Holyoak (Clackamas); 158 – David Chew (PLU) won forfeit over Abe Porter (PLU); 167 – Ruben Bell (Ricks) received bye; 177 – Chris Stahl (unat) pinned Ry Stone (unat) 3:02; 190 – Chris Harris (Ricks) won forfeit over Thor Strangeland (NIJC); 275 – Zach McLeod (Douglas) received bye.

NIJC won forfeit over Victor Perry (SOU) won forfeit over Len Sandoval (Clackamas)

CONSORTION: First Round - Cypher pinned Mangan 2:13; Bell d. Worthington 6-2. Second Round - Panuve d. Deming 3-2; Bell d. Springer 7-6; T. Johnson d. S. Johnson 3-2. Third Round - Cypher won forfeit over Perry; Brummet d. Bell 6-3. Third, Fourth - Cypher d. Brummet 6-2. Fifth, Sixth - Bell won forfeit over Perry.; - Josh Sneva (PLU) d. Heath Angelbeck (CWU) 3-2; Chris Duncan (unat) pinned Ryan Lamb (YVC) 1:38; Jory Dalling (Ricks) d. Chris Stahl (unat) 6-4; Bill Mindlin (SOU) d. Dan Eaves (unat) 14-6; Russ Rufer (YVC) d. Morgan (unat); Chris Feist (CWU) d. Ry Stone (unat) 6-1; Zender (NIJC) pinned Jenkins (unat) 4:47. Second Round - Prangley pinned Sneva 6:59; Duncan d. Dalling 7-2; d. Rufer 11-4; Feist d. Zender 15-0. Semifinals - Prangley d. Duncan 10-4; d. Feist 3-1. Championship - Prangley d. Stein 11-5.


4SWOC 10-9Feist: - Jason Bennie (PLU) d. Matt Prazee (YVC) 6-3; Luigi Bianco (SFU) pinned Jasen Schneider (YVC) 3:42; Kelly Hafer (Pac) d. Justin Walsh (YVC) 6-4. Second Round - Chris Harris (Ricks) d. Bennie 6-2; Bianco d. Jay Castino (CWU) 12-8; Thor Strangeland (NIJC) d. Scott Schneider (unat) 9-4; Trevor Howard (HCC) pinned Hafer 5:30. Semifinals - Bianco d. Harris 8-3; Howard d. Strangeland 4-0. Championship - Howard d. Bianco 3-0.

CONSORTION: First Round - Prazer d. Hafer 6-2; J. Schneider d. S. Schneider 9-0; Wash d. Bennie 5-2. Second Round - Prazer pinned J. Schneider 1:20; Castino pinned Walsh 0:52. Third Round - Prazer d. Harris 4-1; Castino d. Strangeland 6-4. Third, Fourth - Castino d. Prazer 6-2. Fifth, Sixth - Harris won forfeit over Strangeland. :- - Kyle Watts (NIJC) pinned Chuck Slack (YVC) 1:44; Mokii McClendon (PLU) d. Bart Johnson (BSU) 3-1; Roger Neff (NIJC) pinned Jeremy Cronenwett (CWU) 1:45; Zack McLeod (Douglas) d. Mark Kissler (HCC) 10-0. Second Round - Chris Moore (SOU) d. Watts 7-2; McClendon d. Ben Helgren (Pac) 6-4; Neff pinned Rob Ship (PLU) 0:50; Leo Sandoval (CCC) d. McLeod 12-3. Semifinals - Moore d. McClendon 5-4; Neff d. Sandoval